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Abdol - ali Gilani is one of the greatest poets of the Safavid era whose book of
poems has remained unknown. A unique manuscript of the book of poems of this
Gilani poet has been registered in the Library of Iran’s Islamic Parliament No.
344. Ali’s book of poems consists of twelve thousand verses that the author has
collected in alphabetical order. Ali has benefited from a variety of poetic forms.
His book of poems includes ode, sonnet, refrain, couplet poem and quatrains and
he has mentioned his pen-name.
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ITRODUCTION
Ali – e Gilani is one of the great poets of the eleventh
century AD, who, coincident with the accession of Safavid
Shah Abbas II to the throne, was engaged with poem and
poetry affairs.  According to the biographies, Ali has been
always a companion and interlocutor of the eloquent
speakers/writers and the learned men and benefited from
this companion and hasn’t sufficed to composing poems
and hasn’t been satisfied. He has always thought of
achieving the excellent level through being in attendance
with persons of distinction and he wished he could reach
Baba Faghanie- shirazi and Orfi’s style in composing
poems and writing. After composing a sonnet in virtue of
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) came to think of composing
new poems and benefited from Baba faghani’s fitness of
his verbal metaphor and Molana or fi‘s metaphor and the
style of both of these poets in his poems, so that in every
verse of his poem, there exist some verbal fitness and
metaphors. In addition to mentioning the Prophet’s
virtues, some odes are found the in praise of Shah Abbas
Sani, and Noureddin Jahangir.

Hometown

Birthplace of the poet, as is clear from his name suffix, is
"Gilan". He has a sonnet in the remembrance of Seyyed
Jalal al-dine Ashraf’s threshold in Gilan which specifies
his affinity to Gilan. It is clear from Ali’s poems and
introduction of his book of poems that he has lived for a
while in Isfahan and left for India when he was 22-year-
old. He has had a post and had been in the employ and
companion of king Noureddin Jahangir and has been
always a companion of his contemporary eloquent

speakers/writers and benefited from their knowledge and
science.

Religion

The preface and poems of Ali show that he has been
shiite:

Stylistic features of Ali’s poems

"Style is a Unity which is seen in the works of the artist. It
is a spirit or common and frequent feature(s) in one’s
works. In other words, this unity is derived from repetition
of elements or co-ordinates in one’s works and draws the
attention of meticulous and curious reader. Common
ground or unity, that is style, does not depend just on the
linguistic elements but is present in thought and vision,
unity or repetition of the components and specific
elements of thought "(Shamisa, 1372, p 14)

One result of the behavior of Safavid dynasty with poets
of this era, was that talented ode and couplet poem
composers who lived in Iran, either kept aloof from the
court or appealed to Ottoman and Timurid courts India to
develop poetry and literature, thus valid stations were
established in Indian Kings systems for Persian poetry
with a new style, a style that was based on expressing
careful thoughts and new, subtle, difficult and far- fetched
themes, in simple everyday language, known as Indian
style.  It seems that the primary reason for creation of this
style was social status of that period which caused people
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آن مرشد دین کھ سرور مردان 
است

در شرع نبی جان و دل و ایمان 
است

خورشید ز عین اسم او یافت 
ضیا

انسان او نور دو چشم عالم و 
است

(Preface, p 2)
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to attend more to careful illusions and thoughts and
deviate from material realms, such that some believe that “
traces of Mongol’s attack in Safavid era have caused the
development of subtlety and imaginary thinking (reverie)
and dominated all arts of the era including poetry and
painting, calligraphy, tiling, and architecture.”
(Gholamrezayee, 1381, 228). Also the poets of the era
aimed at using Persian language in a new style and
method characterized by simplicity. In Indian style, the
poets’ attention is focused more on bringing new and
original themes in every verse and usually these themes
are associated with subtlety in imagination, tenderness in
feelings and long conceptions.  In fact it can be said that
the poet has been interested more in thought, imaginations
and conceptions than language, verbal accuracy,
originality and inabubdance, and this resulted in the point
that mostly in literature with Indian style, significant,
beautiful and subtle meanings are inherent. Thus, so many
themes and concepts common in Hindi style are evident in
odes of Ali- e Gilani. In many cases, he has dealt with wit,
caviling and epigram and left a trace of delicate thinking
and theme creation   in his poem. In the following, the
most important features of his stylistics are discussed.

Musicianship

"The set of elements which validate poetry language from
everyday language with the credit of tone (tune) and
rhythm is called musical group and this musical group in
turn consists of known and analytical elements, such as:
rhythm, rhyme, row, pun, etc." (Shafi'i kadkani, 1384: 8)
.Ali has been a musician and his poetry reveals that he has
been a singer too. "He has been fully  aware of
terminologies, modes, branch, songs and musical
melodies, so that he has composed an ode with" Iraq " row
wherein he has used twelve modes and twenty-four
branches, six songs and four melodies "(Haeri, 1386, Vol.
21, pp 93 - 94). Also, in many of his sonnets, he has used
musical terminologies, so that in no book of poems of his
predecessors and contemporary poets such musical
terminologies have not been used and Ali is unparalleled
in this regard, in relation to the other poets:

Composing love-poems

Ali’s composing love- poems is clearly evident in his
poetry and often his sonnets have romantic themes, such
as:

Effectiveness of famous poets

In some of his sonnets, Ali has referred to and imitated

From his predecessor prominent poets specially Saadi and
Hafez:

ویژه عالی در بعضی از غزلھایش از شاعران سرشناس پیش از خود بھ
:مانند.کندسعدی و حافظ یاد و تقلید می

Similar to his contemporary poets is interested in Hafez
and favors many of his poems. These sonnets are similar
to Hafez’s, sometimes in rhyme, meter, row and themes
and sometimes are gust common in meter and rhyme:

Desire to return home

Ali had a great interest to return to his home and he
wished he could leave Isfahan for Gilan, so that he says:

CONCLUSION
Ali-e Gilani is a powerful and rich poet of Persian literature,
who has remained unknown among the literary persons and
poetry lovers up to now. All that can be seen in his poetry is
derived from his God-given conscience and poetic gift. In
composing his poems, Ali has not followed others and each
verse of his poems has a pleasant meaning and appropriate
meter, so that the eloquent writers/ speakers have admired his
method. In Ali-e Gilani‘s poems, effectiveness of his
predecessor poets is revealed. His poems are so important in
terms of music science, so that he has used many of the song
and musical terminologies and used in his poetry.
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چو عالی ھّمتم دارد نوای 
آورم در وجد »حسینی«و »عّشاق«ز دانیموسقی

جانان را

(Sonnet 14, p. 14)

دارد ز غمزه عشوة چشم سیاه راکاله رادریافتم رموز بت کج 
جادوی فتنھ ساختھ طرز نگاه راجان از تنم ربوده بھ انداز دلبری

(Sonnet 13, p. 12)

دلم ازشمع رخ آن بت جانانھ 
بسوخت

حم ز تن افتاد و مرغ رو
چو پروانھ بسوخت

(Sonnet 44, p. 80)

:حافظ

(Hafez, sonnet 17)

(Sonnet 302, p. 161)

*******


